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Harnesses, Collars and Accessories
Heather’s Heroes The Sidekick
The Sidekick by Heather’s Heroes is the brand’s signature patented training tool to help calm nervous, fearful, reactive, and
aggressive dogs using naturally ingrained instincts. Use The Sidekick during training sessions to help improve your relationship
with your dog.
Price: $38.99
PetSafe Easy Walk Harness
The Easy Walk Harness is great for new pet owners and dogs in training to gently discourage your dog from pulling on the leash.
When your dog pulls, the harness steers them to the side to redirect their attention toward you.
Price: $22.95
Max & Molly Smart ID Neoprene Dog Collars
The Max & Molly Smart ID dog collar is made with soft-padded, colorfast neoprene, brushed nickel buckle, and hardware and
offers a full range of personality-perfect designs. Each comes with a smart ID tag, free to register. This smart ID holds pet
information so lost pets can easily be found and located with any smartphone camera and Google Geo-tracking access.
Price: $12.99 - 24.99
Southern Dog Bow Tie Collection
Southern Dog has created a handmade bow tie collection representing the southern lifestyle. Each bow tie comes in a box to
store and keep bow ties clean while not in use. The cute designs are also one size fits all and perfect for every pup!
Price: $14.99 - $17.99

Leashes and Walking Accessories
Petsport Triple Safe Leash
Petsport’s Triple Safe Leash gives added safety to customers and their pets. With strands of rubberized grip, glow in the dark,
and headlight reflection, Triple Safe Leash provides a safety net for walking your dog – day or night. Available in lengths of 4’
and 6’.
Price: $18.99 - $21.99
TUG Leash Flashlight
TUG’s new ultra-bright flashlight attachment is small, lightweight and USB-C rechargeable. It easily attaches to TUG’s Oval
Retractable leashes and most standard 1” wide nylon leashes. A rear red LED can also be turned on for extra safety.
Price: $9.49 - $35.49
Stashios Stash & Dash™
Take your training treats to go with Stashios Stash & Dash™, which clips to belts, pockets or leashes for easy access. With an
adjustable treat size, the container holds up to 3 Stash Stix™.
Price: $17.99

Travel Supplies
Springer Travel Dog Water Bottle
Keep your pup hydrated during any excursion! The innovative Springer Travel Dog Water Bottle was designed for your dog to
drink from the attached bowl without wasting a drop (or making a mess)! Just squeeze the bottle, and water fills the bowl.
When your dog finishes drinking, release your squeeze and voilà – the excess water drains back into the bottle! The bottle is
100% leak-tight and made from BPA-free plastic.
Price: $25.00
Loving Pets® Bella® Roma™ Travel Bowl Collection
Bella® Roma™ Travel Bowls + Double Diners are the ultimate bowls for pets and pet parents on the go. Patent pending designs
feature integrated locking lids to store food and built-in legs to support the bowl/diner, which prevents unwanted collapses
while your pet is feeding or drinking. Dishwasher safe and BPA-free, the Bella® Roma™ Travel Collection can pack flat or be
hung from a backpack, purse, belt loop or even leash with the included carabiner.
Price: $9.99 - $17.99
Buddyrider
The Buddyrider features a unique, center-mounted design engineered to fit almost any modern adult bicycle, measuring at least
19” between the seat post and the handlebar stem. The center mount gives riders much better control by placing the extra
weight over the center of the bicycle.
Price: $179.95
Pure and Natural Pet® Canine Flea & Tick Spray and Wipes
Pure and Natural Pet® is ingredient-focused and eco-friendly. Repel unwanted pests with their Natural Flea & Tick Spray and
Wipes, which are DEET-free, sulfate-free and made with skin-soothing cedar and peppermint oil.
Price: $12.99

Waste Essentials
Earth Rated Leash Dispenser
Earth Rated is here to make picking up after our dogs more efficient! The Leash Dispenser attaches to any leash style and has a
patented hook to hold used bags.
Price: SRP $5.99
Lucky Dog® Premium Poop Bag Dispenser
Lucky Dog® Premium Poop Bag Dispenser features a rugged cotton canvas construction with metal and genuine leather trim.
The dispenser is easy to refill and smoothly dispenses bags without cutting or snagging, with a metal carabiner and key ring to
attach to leashes and accessories to make the dispenser easily accessible during walks.
Price: $14.99
Lucky Dog® Ultimate Poop Bags
Lucky Dog® Ultimate Poop Bags make picking up after your dog as easy as can be. The bags are easy to open without static
cling and are up to 1/3 plant-based, made from natural, non-GMO corn starch with no wasteful cardboard core.
Price: $14.95 - $40.95

Bowls
PetDreamHouse SPIN Interactive Slow Feeding Bowls for Dogs
The PetDreamHouse SPIN Interactive Slow Feeding Bowls feature an adjustable center puzzle-like moving piece to create an
interactive mealtime experience that utilizes your dog’s cognitive skills, making mealtime fun and enjoyable. Available in
various levels, from easy to tricky, the SPIN bowls are dishwasher safe and made with human-grade materials, with center
puzzles ranging from a lick mat style to advanced puzzle inserts.
Price: $24.99 - $29.99
KindTail Kind Bowls
KindTail’s goal is to create functional pet products by taking typically overlooked and under-designed products and reinventing them to be seamless to the pet owners and pets. Their recently launched Kind Bowls (utility patent pending) serve as
a portable Tupperware-like system for pets, made with food-grade recycled polypropylene (and BPA-free). The design features
non-skid silicone lids, which also act as a base for the bowl.
Price: $39.99

Cleaning Supplies
Boxie Pro Stain & Odor Stopper™
Formulated with an advanced blend of probiotics, the Boxie Pro Stan & Odor Stopper™ targets any type of pet mess, old and
new, including dog urine, feces, pheromone marking, vomit and more. Use this multi-surface cleaner to prevent re-soiling by
eliminating the root cause of stains and odors while leaving no residue behind. Stain Boost™ fights the toughest stains and is
great for multi-pet households. Available in Scent Free, Gently Scented, and Calming Formula.
Price: $17.49
TriNova Lawn Deodorizer & Restorer
Don’t settle for a patchy, smelly yard! As a dog owner, you know firsthand that dog urine contains a high concentration of
nitrogen, salts, and other compounds, causing your grass to turn yellow or brown. TriNova Lawn Deodorizer & Restorer
prevents yellow spotting and repairs the problem at the root, designed to help balance the pH of the soil on your lawn caused by
your dog’s waste. This concentrated formula has organic nutrients, bacteria, and wetting agents that will work deep in the soil
to stimulate a healthy, green lawn while keeping it smelling fresh.
Price: $26.97

Beds, Crates and Kennels
Lucky Dog® Dwell™ Series Crates
Lucky Dog® Dwell™ Series Crates features a welded-wire design with an innovative sliding gate and stabilizing brackets to
improve durability.
Price: $39.00 - $169.00
KindTail PAWD® Pet Crate
Crate training is the most fundamental way to train your dog, but old-school metal crates are heavy, hard to collapse and clash
with home décor. Meet KindTail’s first product, PAWD® (utility patent granted). PAWD® revolutionizes out-of-date pet crates
by creating a comfortable, stylish and versatile nesting space that easily integrates into modern homes, creating an easily
collapsible, safe, lightweight and cozy nesting space for your fur baby.
Price: $139.00 - $179.00
Lucky Dog® STAY™ Series Kennels
The Lucky Dog® STAY™ Series Kennels offer a secure and durable area for outdoor play, featuring an all-steel frame, a scratch
and chip-resistant powder finish and a waterproof fabric cover.
Price: $279.00 - $1,499.99

Lucky Dog® DRIFT™ Series Convertible Bed
The DRIFT™ Series Convertible Bed by Lucky Dog® features an innovative roll-out faux fur liner and durable and washable
cotton canvas material for the ultimate luxury dog bed. This cozy bed is perfect for dogs who love jumping on furniture.
Price: $139.00 - $279.00

Grooming
Loyalty Pet Products Grooming Hammock
Loyalty Pet Products Grooming Hammocks are the perfect nail trimming solution for aggressive, wiggly, or older dogs. The
hammock comfortably balances your dog’s weight to provide easy access to their nails. Each hammock supplies two hooks that
allow easy hang from grooming table arms and provides a velcro strap around the headrest for security. Suitable for dogs up to
35 pounds, with zippered pieces to extend the hammock for various sized pets.
Price: $40.00 - $60.00
Pure and Natural Pet® 4-in-1 Shampoo & Conditioner
Quickly clean, moisturize, soothe and detangle with Pure and Natural Pet® 4-in1 Shampoo & Conditioner. The formula contains
USDA Certified Organic Neem Oil, Calendula Oil, Shea Butter and Oatmeal Extract.
Price: $13.99
The Benjamin Brush from Beauty By Benjamin
Only and first of its kind, The Benjamin Brush is the ultimate bathtime solution. Load the pump mounted onto the brush with
your desired shampoo, wet your pet and get to bathing! Use the brush to massage your pup’s coat while bathing and cleaning,
and finish off with a quick rinse, and your pet will be fresh as can be!
Price: $30.00
THE MANE TAME by PRIDE+GROOM
THE MANE TAME is a foaming, waterless dry shampoo for dogs, acting as a quick and thorough way to extend the life of a
groom or freshen up a dog’s coat that’s been around the block a few times too many. A quick and effective solution, leaving your
dog to feel anew, with a light, foamy formula – no water necessary!
Price: $19.00
Pure and Natural Pet® Organic Dental Solutions®
Pure and Natural Pet® wants your pup to get the quality dental care they deserve with Organic Dental Solutions®. Their
Canine Tooth Gel features organic sweet potato, coconut oil, cinnamon and peppermint gel to naturally clean and freshen
breath.
Price: $12.99
NaturPet Outdoor Spray
NaturPet Outdoor Spray’s pleasant-smelling mixture of essential oils contains neem, lemongrass, eucalyptus, cedarwood, and
clove. The pet-friendly formula is easy to use – spray it on your pup’s coat and paws after a hike or a swim to eliminate odors. It
even works great as a deodorizer after washing your dog to help keep them looking and feeling fresh!
Price: $17.99

Plush Toys
Grriggles® Lil’ Cheekies Pets Collection
Adorable stuffed Grriggles® Lil’ Cheekies Pets are adorably irresistible. Each toy has a super cute tail and feet made with soft
polyester and fill, with the playful plush backside emitting a ‘poof’ sound when squeezed. The cute toy is available in Corgi,
Bunny, Monkey, and Cat characters.
Price: $3.99

goDog® Action Plush!™ Collection
The goDog® Action Plush!™ Collection includes uniquely bite-activated dog toys to reward your dog’s natural play instincts –
no batteries required. These fun moving toys bring out your pup’s curiosity to keep them playing! All toys are made with Chew
Guard Technology™, made stronger to last longer.
Price: $16.99
Lulubelles POWER PLUSH Dog Toys
Lulubelles’ whimsical POWER PLUSH toys, backed with an extra layer of durable mesh fused on the inside, make these highquality, soft plush toys hold up to the scrappiest canines! With no loose pieces, the reinforced seams feature nylon seam tape
for extra strength. Each toy also has a squeaker inside. Available in both small and large sizes.
Price: $9.99 - $14.99
Lulubelles Slappies
Lulubelles Slappies are perfect for dogs who love to shake their toys during play. Each toy features a reusable, spiky TPR
squeaker ball in the head, with a crinkle and a squeaker inside the stuffless tummy. Their PowerPlush construction means that
each toy features a mesh lining combined with reinforced seam tape to make this toy more durable for “ruff” play! Available in
both small and large sizes.
Price: $14.99 - $19.99

Engagement Toys
Steeldog Bumpy Brown Cow
The Steeldog Bumpy Brown Cow has more features and benefits than an iPhone 13! Featuring a tennis ball head, crinkle in the
paws, knotted rope in the body, heavy-duty seam, crinkle and squeaker, this toy will keep your dog entertained for hours on
end.
Price: $12.99
Doggijuana® Toys with Juananip™ Collection
Doggijuana® Toys with Juananip™ Collection by SmarterPaw LLC has launched three new styles this year: Get The Munchies
Refillable Cheeseburger Dog Toy, Get The Munchies Refillable Cookie Toy, and Get The Pawty Started Refillable Hairy Ale Toy.
Each Doggijuana® toy comes with Juananip™, which has a naturally calming effect on dogs, and features a refillable pouch to
insert the Juananip™ for a healthy play session that will curb natural play instincts and ease your dog into doggi-vana.
Price: $12.99
Petsport Rainbow Squeak Balls
Petsport’s squeak balls now come in Rainbow! The Rainbow Squeak Balls have extra-thick natural rubber walls, adding
durability and bounce. A great cure for boredom and aggressive chewers. Available in 1.8", 2.5" and 4" sizes.
Price: $6.59 - $9.49
Tether Tug
The Tether Tug Dog Toy is an interactive toy designed to keep your dog healthy, happy, and entertained. Whether your dog
likes to pull, tug, spin, or fetch, the Tether Tug is the perfect outdoor toy for your pup. Available in three sizes: Small (for small
dogs or puppies under 35 pounds), Medium (for dogs under 70 pounds) and Big (which comes with Tether Tug Pole, in-ground
base, and one rope toy).
Price: $89.99+

Easy Tug Handheld Tug Toy
The Easy Tug is the newest addition to the Tether Tug pack of toys. Easy Tug lets your dog pull and tug without causing you the
constant shoulder strain that traditional tug toys have, featuring EasyFlex technology that stretches as your dog tugs, shakes
and pulls. Let your dog burn off their extra energy, minus the usual strain on your arm and shoulder! It’s a great indoor
alternative during the dog days of summer, and the whole family can join the fun!
Price: $34.95

Wellness
Brilliant Salmon Oil
Brilliant Salmon Oil from Hofseth BioCare is the same award-winning, freshest, 1-ingredient fish oil available in the pet market
with a new look. Brilliant Salmon Oil is a pure, unrefined, gently liberated product derived from fresh Norwegian Atlantic
Salmon and free from additives. The oil, produced for human consumption, gives pets glossy fur, softer paws, increased energy
and enhanced appetite. The transparent and UV-protected bottle features an easy-to-use, drip-free pump to dose the perfect
amount each time.
Price: $21.99 - $34.99
Arkus Daily
Unlike all other dog probiotics, Arkus Daily products only use probiotic microbes naturally found in and sourced from healthy
dogs. Since these microbes belong in a dog’s microbiome, they’re much more effective at improving gut health. Arkus can help
improve your dog’s gut health and digestion, build a stronger immune system, improve fur health, and reduce paw
gnawing/biting, head shakes, eye gunk, and more! You’ll see a happier, healthier, and more energetic dog with Arkus.
Price: $39.95 - $59.99
Wolf Spring Adult
Wolf Spring Adult pairs great with a walk! The liquid multivitamin drink expertly hydrates dogs with natural electrolytes from
coconut water., featuring a delicious taste that encourages dogs to drink. Wolf Spring is great for post-walk recovery, packed
with glucosamine, prebiotics, omega-3, and potassium.
Price: $2.50
CARU Daily Dish™ Pumpkin Broth
CARU Daily Dish™ Pumpkin Broth features sustainable packaging and comes in a BPA-free Tetra Pak bottle with a convenient
screw-top lid. As most dog owners know, pumpkin is great for digestive issues; however, pumpkin is also a superfood that
supports immunity and eye and heart health. Give your pup’s a daily dose of Daily Dish™ Pumpkin Broth, made without GMO
ingredients, potato starch or potatoes of any kind. The formula is also great for freezing a warm weather treat after long walks.
Price: $3.99

Skin and Coat
ARI Probiotic Spa Care Collection
ARI’s unique blend of probiotics offer a natural defense against environmental damage and inflammation. The collection
moisturizes skin, nourishes coat, boosts shine and fights excessive itching, dryness, infection shedding, and odor. ARI is PH
balanced for dogs, with an all-natural, non-toxic, biodegradable formula with no sulfates, parabens, phosphates, phthalates,
DEA, synthetic dyes, soap or perfumes. Perfect for all dogs.
Price: $11.99 - $13.99
earthbath® Treatment Balm
The all-new earthbath® Treatment Balm is the only pet balm made with over 30% Fair Trade Nilotica shea butter, which is
native to East Africa and believed to contain higher therapeutic and conditioning qualities than the more common shea butter
from West Africa. Easy to use for pet parents, groomers and veterinarians by applying directly to dry noses, cracked paws,
calluses, skin folds, hot spots, open wounds, and abrasions to help promote healthy skin and healing.
Price: $19.99

Dr. Maggie Paw Protector
Dr. Maggie Paw Protector features a blend of natural waxes, moisturizers, and healing agents to protect your pets’ paws during
the winter months from ice, salt, and snow and the summer months when they are more likely to dig holes or go out in the rain.
This specially-formulated paw balm will not stain your pet’s fur.
Price: $19.99 - $25.99
NaturPet Skin Aid Spray
Does your dog like to play? Cuts and scrapes can be expected, especially during playtime. NaturPet Skin Aid Spray is a first aid
antiseptic spray that is naturally antibacterial and works well for wounds, surface cuts or scratches, boils or abscesses, and
insect bites. Natural herbs help reduce swelling and inflammation and clean and protect wounds with potent antibacterial and
antimicrobial action.
Price: $19.99

Treats
Loving Pets® Houndations™ Bite-Sized USA Treats
Loving Pets® Houndations™ Bite-Sized USA Treats are all-natural, bite-sized, soft-chew dog treats for small dogs and puppies
in training. Each treat bag features a matching carabiner for the perfect on-the-go snack. The grain, wheat, gluten, soy and cornfree formulas are available in five varieties: Beef, Chicken, Duck, Lamb, and Salmon.
Price: $4.49
Mega Churu
The Mega Churu is a bigger version of the original Churu – still free from grains, preservatives, carrageenan and artificial colors.
Use this multi-purpose, tasty, creamy purée treat for training, disguising pills or squeezing on top of food.
Price: $5.99
Walk About Pet Bickie Bar
The Bickie Bar is an individually wrapped, limited-ingredient peanut butter flavored dog biscuit with a peanut butter drizzle.
The packaging features a wrapper you can write on, so you can write a note inside the heart to your special furry friend.
Price: $2.99
Stashios Soothing Saucer™
Licking can be self-soothing when a dog feels nervous, anxious, or bored. The Soothing Saucer™ features a patented design that
promotes licking to help reduce your dog’s feelings of stress and anxiety. Use with Stashios Soothing Sauce™ for additional
benefits.
Price: $34.99
###

